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The cast-iron skillet may seem like an old-fashioned choice in your kitchen, but this ever
dependable cookware is a must in any modern kitchen. They conduct heat perfectly, go from
your stovetop to your oven posing no problem and can last for decades.This collection of simple,
delicious and healthy recipes will show you just how much you can do with just one cast iron
skillet; the recipes are designed using the skillet primarily, only relying on the oven and
saucepans for secondary parts of the dishes. We guarantee that after discovering the delightful
breakfast, lunches and dinners you can cook with ease in this wonderful piece of equipment,
you’ll be desperate to benefit from the financial and health advantages the cast iron skillet
offers.Here’s a snapshot of what you’ll learn:•Health reasons to cook with Cast Iron Skillet•How
to get the Best out of your Cast Iron Skillet•Brilliant breakfasts and brunches•And Lots More…..If
you have ever wanted to cook amazing meals, which are quick and easy using your Cast-Iron
Skillet, then you need this book now.Take action and download this book today.
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BREAKFASTS AND BRUNCHESSPANISH BAKED EGGS WITH CHORIZOONE PAN
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CIABATTACRISPY MACKEREL WITH BEETROOT AND HORSERADISH
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CORIANDER FISHCAKESSMOKED SALMON AND SPRING ONION TORTILLA WITH
LEMON CRÈME FRAICHEHONEY, CORIANDER AND CASHEW NUT NOODLESHAM,
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FRIED VEGETABLESCRISPY SALMON AND SWEET CHILI NOODLESMINTED LAMB WITH
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LIDSCHINESE FIVE SPICE BEEF WITH BROCCOLIDELICIOUS DESSERTSCHERRY
CLAFOUTISIMPLE BERRY SKILLET COBBLER Chicken Biryani with Flaked
Almonds(see full recipe on page 44)IntroductionCast iron skillets have taken the culinary scene
by storm! They are an inexpensive, healthy and fantastic alternative to non stick pans that emit
toxic and harmful fumes during cookery. They are a sturdy and traditional cooking aid that has
been used for hundreds of years. But the proof is quite literally in the pudding right? Well, cast



iron skillets certainly pass the taste test with flying colors; food prepared in these cooks evenly
and perfectly due to their fantastic ability to distribute heat.This collection of simple, delicious
and healthy recipes will show you just how much you can do with just one cast iron skillet; the
recipes are designed using the skillet primarily, only relying on the oven and saucepans for
secondary parts of the dishes. We guarantee that after discovering the delightful breakfast,
lunches and dinners you can cook with ease in this wonderful piece of equipment, you’ll be
desperate to benefit from the financial and health advantages the cast iron skillet offers. Health
Reasons to Cook with Cast Iron Skillet.You Can Cook With Less Oil When Using a Cast-Iron
SkilletThat beautiful sheen on the cast-iron skillet renders it virtually nonstick, the sign of a well-
seasoned pan. The health benefit, of course, is you would not need to use gads of oil to sear
chicken when cooking in cast-iron or brown crispy potatoes .In order to season your cast-iron
cookware, cover the bottom of the skillet with a strong layer of kosher salt and ½ inch of cooking
oil. Then heat till oil begins to smoke. Pour the salt and oil carefully, into a bowl. Then use 1 ball
of paper towels to rub the inner part of the pan till its smooth. In cleaning your cast iron skillet,
never use soap. Just scrub it with stiff brush, adding hot water and then dry the skillet
completely.Cast Iron skillet is a Chemical-Free Alternative to Nonstick PansAnother bonus to
using cast-iron cookware instead of nonstick pans is, you avoid the dangerous chemicals that
are seen in nonstick pans. Repellent coatings found in nonstick pans contain PFCs
(perfluorocarbons), which keeps food from sticking to the nonstick pots and pans and it’s linked
to liver cancer, liver damage and, according to a study in the Journal of Clinical Endocrinology &
Metabolism. Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) get released and inhaled from nonstick pans form of
fumes when they are heated on high heat. Also, we can ingest these PFCs when surface of pan
is scratched. Both ceramic-coated and regular cast-iron pans are perfect alternatives to nonstick
pans for this health reason.Cooking with Cast Iron Fortifies Your Food with IronBeing certain that
cast iron does not leak chemicals, it can as well release some iron into your food, which is a
good thing. Iron deficiency is quite common globally, particularly among women. About 10% of
women living in the U.S are iron-deficient. Cooking something acidic such as tomato sauce
within a cast-iron can increase iron content, twenty times more.How To Get The Best Out of
Your Cast Iron Skillet Let it get dirtyWhatever you do, do not use washing up liquid on
your skillet! The soap will soak into the iron fibers of the pan and coat all of your food in an
unwanted soapy seasoning. Instead, simply rinse the skillet with warm water, allowing it to soak
then gently scraping large pieces of food from the bottom.Make it non stickIn order to make your
skillet as effective as those exorbitantly expensive non stick pans, simply cover it in a thin layer
of canola oil and bake in a hot over for 90 minute. And voila! Pancakes will be sliding over your
skillet like butter.Be creativeYou’ll be amazed how many dishes you can cook in the skillet, and
how resilient they are, so don’t be scared to try new and daring recipes. Their enduring quality
means they’re fine to place in the over, allowing you to rustle up cakes and frittatas with minimal
washing up.BRILLIANT BREAKFASTS AND BRUNCHESSpanish Baked Eggs With
Chorizo(Serves 2)Ingredients:4 eggs1 onion, diced2 gloves of garlic, crushed1 medium chorizo



sausage, sliced1 cup of tinned tomatoes1 tbsp mixed herbsCrusty bread, to serveMethod:Heat
a splash of olive oil in your skillet on a medium heat. Add the garlic, onion and chorizo and fry for
3 minutes. Add the tomatoes and mixed herbs and simmer for 5 minutes.With a large spoon,
make 4 pools in the sauce and crack the eggs into these dips. Cover with a lid and cook for 10
minutes.Serve with fresh, crusty bread and enjoy!
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Rusty, “flavor of the old south. Cast iron cooking at it's best if you love to cook and you want all
the flavor of the old south then this is the book for you.”

KattZombiee, “Pretty good. Some pretty good recipes, some pretty fancy things that are
definitely out of the ordinary house wife's menu but good for mixing it up.”

Dave J, “Four Stars. Every DIY book I have collected has good info in it - including this one”

Donna Marie Sloma, “Cool book for cooking in Cast Iron. Great ideas for cooking in cast iron!”

Lewis Penland, “Five Stars. Should be in everyone's bookshelf.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. It was very good information.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “cook book. Very good recipes”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Simple Receipes. It has some good receipes”

Leah Maclellan, “Four Stars. Useful book to add to my recipe collection”

The book by Elizabeth Scott has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided feedback.
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